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Mrs. Lizzie Donald
The Harrell (left) and Lamb (right) families received the keys to their new
Habitat for Humanity homes just in time for Thanksgiving.

Homes for the holidays
BY HOLLY KESTENIS
Staff Writer
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Achievement Week

ST. PETERSBURG — Habitat for Humanity of Pinellas and
West Pasco Counties will be celebrating with 11 new homeowners
before the year’s end. Two St.
Pete families, the Harrells and the
Lambs, are already settling into
their new digs, having received
their keys this past week.
The Harrell family partnered
with Habitat for Humanity to
build their home in the Childs
Park area, which they purchased
with a zero percent interest mortgage.
To be a Habitat homeowner
partner, participants must
demonstrate a need for adequate
shelter, and the Harrells definitely

had a need.
“We are busting at the
seams,” said Carrissa Harrell,
who works as a food service professional in a local elementary
school. Along with her husband,
Devin Sr., who works as a plant
operator for Pinellas County
Schools, they work hard to set a
good example for their children
and pride themselves on being a
close-knit family.
The family of six was stuffed
into a small two-bedroom apartment. Now in their new home,
they will have room to spread out.
They also won’t have to worry
about substandard living conditions taking a toll on their everyday lives.
“There are always water leaks

in our home that make it impossible to have a safe and healthy
home,” she said of their previous
apartment.
Now, the Harrells can concentrate on making their new
house a home.
The Harrell children are a diverse bunch. D’Aja, the oldest, is
an all-around performer and loves
to sing and dance. In contrast, Deondra is their “reserved” child
who loves to be with the family
and watch movies.
Their son Devin has a love for
all things superhero, along with
wrestling and being outdoors.
Dania is the youngest of the pack
and is known for her strong, outgoing personality.
See HOMES, page 10
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EMERGE-CEDC and St. Pete native
Tim Howard bring affordable housing
to Clearwater
BY J.A. JONES
Staff Writer
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CLEARWATER – EMERGE
Community Economic Development Corporation was formed in
2017 by a handful of friends who
spent their formative years in St.
Petersburg. Brian Taylor,
EMERGE’s director, said that in
moving back to the area, the
group decided to see how they
could contribute to the community and “make a real difference.”
Taylor said the group’s initial
focus was centered on youth
aging out of foster care. Taylor,
who was a supervisor at the Salvation Army’s Sallie House for
nearly four years, noted that the
issue continues to be huge. “Just
seeing it firsthand, it breaks
your heart,” he acknowledged.
While the group knew they
wanted to provide housing for
youth aging out of foster care
eventually, they also realized
they needed first to establish

EMERGE Director Brian Taylor, Chuck Lane,
assistant director Economic Development &
Housing Assistant for the City of Clearwater and
Tim Howard, New Dimension Builders, LLC
themselves in St. Pete’s housing
arena.
Providence answered, said
Taylor, in the form of St. Pete native Tim Howard of New Dimension Builders, LLC. After a
successful building career in
South Carolina, Howard re-

turned to the area interested in
bringing more affordable housing to his home city. Interested
in EMERGE’s vision, Howard
also wanted to incorporate his
idea of affordable housing for
everyone.

Gov. Ron DeSantis drafted a
bill that will allow citizens to
shoot ‘rioters’ and ‘looters’
causing ‘interruption or
impairment’ within 500 feet
of a business.
BY J.A. JONES
Staff Writer

TALLAHASSEE – On Nov. 10,
Floridians woke up to a nasty bit of
news: Gov. Ron DeSantis had
drafted a bill expanding the deadly
Stand Your Ground legislation.
The Miami Herald broke the story
after obtained a copy of the draft as
part of a public records request.
DeSantis drew the bill after the
killing of George Floyd led activists, organizations, the clergy
and everyday citizens to protest
and decry ongoing police-brutality
across the nation and in Florida.
The draft bill, which had not
yet been introduced in either
chamber, reportedly would allow
citizens to shoot “rioters” and
“looters,” causing “interruption or
impairment” within 500 feet of a
business.
It also proposed expanding the
list of “forcible felonies,” including
making any protest that blocks
traffic a third-degree felony. Another provision grants immunity to
drivers who “unintentionally” kill
or injure protesters blocking traffic.
Hundreds of people have been
purposely hit by cars during
George Floyd protests. According
to USA TODAY, while more than
90 of those attacks were by civilians, the other eight were police.
Lawmakers across the state immediately raised the alarm regarding the bill, which many feared
could lead to vigilante-ism.
Sen. Darryl Rouson spoke to
The Weekly Challenger, stating,
“Basically, this anti mob legislation
is not necessary. There are sufficient laws in force that cover what
this bill purports to enhance. And
secondly, it is like pouring salt on
a wounded community seeking to
protest injustices.”
Florida House District 70’s
Representative-elect
Michele
Rayner, who serves parts of Pinellas, Hillsborough, Sarasota and
Manatee counties, also responded
to news of the draft.
“As an attorney, I have repre-

See HOUSING, page 8

See BILL, page 11
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Are you interested in being a radio guest?
Radio Personality Princess Denise Wright
of Matters of the Heart Radio Ministry
is looking forward to you being a guest on
her global radio broadcasting network on
99.1 FM JAMS. Matters of the Heart Radio
Ministry has been broadcasting for the past 16 years locally and
internationally, all the way into Jamaica. For additional information
about scheduling a guest interview or promoting your business,
book, music CD or non-profit organization, please call 727-488-8818
or email princessdenise.8818@yahoo.com
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Breaking
the Cycle
REV. DR. ROBERT L.
HARRISON, PH.D.
Men of S.T.E.E.L. Ministries
www.menofsteelministries.com

The power of NOW: The answer to all your hang-ups,
problems and issues
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Praise the Lord.
Let’s get right to it.
Ever wonder why
some people are always
easy to get along with, and
others have “Danger, Do
Not Enter” signs all across
their faces. Or why some
seem NEVER to smile or
have anything nice to say
about anybody. Or why
some people NEVER accept responsibility for
what’s jacked up in their
own adult lives and want to
always find ways to blame
others.
It’s quite simple if you
just think about it for a moment. They always seem to
say, “Back in the day, so
and so did such and such
and that is why I am the
way I am today.”
Well, while that could
very well have been where
the seed was planted and
took root, it’s not the reason
some 20, 30 or even 50
years later down the road,
you still have not dealt with
it. It’s also not an excuse
that to this day, whenever
you see that reason, it
brings back those feelings
and imprisons your mind,
body and soul to the extent
that you will never be free
to live the life you feel you
deserved.
This happens to be one
of the main reasons “us”
never fully matures to the
level spiritually that God
needs us to be so that He
can use us to fulfill His divine purpose in our lives.
There is too much resentment, bitterness, unforgiveness, and deep-seated
dislike or even hatred for
whomever or whatever
caused it.
I have witnessed such
folks, and all I can do is pray
for them. Until they acknowledge that there’s an
issue, they will die believing
they were never given a
chance to blossom to full
maturity.
More than 20 years
ago, it was suggested that I
read a book by an author
that seemed to address this
and provided a solution.
Just a few pages were so
eye-opening and revolutionary that I was compelled to go back time and
time again.
The delusion of time
Here is the bottom line,
end the delusion of time.
To be identified in your
mind is to be trapped in a
time warp, a desire to live
only through memory and
in the future. This will create an endless preoccupation with the past and
future, and you’ll be unwill-

ing to acknowledge the
present.
You will remain that
way simply because the
past gives you an identity,
and the future holds the
promise of salvation or fulfillment in whatever; however, both are illusions.
The more you focus on
the past and the future
you’ll miss out on the most
important of them all, the
present or the now.
It’s the most important
because it is the ONLY
thing. Life is and will always
be in the NOW. It’s the
only one that you are living
in and the only one you can
control. The past is etched
in stone and unchangeable,
and the future is unwritten
with the potential to happen
with no certainty of its outcome.
You have to get out of
your mind and focus on
what’s happening right before you because it’s the
only one you have complete control of and can determine its outcome.
All problems are illusions of the mind
Just for a moment,
focus, and think about
what’s happening right
now in front of you. Now,
what problems do you currently have? The answer
should have been none because it’s impossible to
focus 100 percent on the
now and a problem exists.
The reason you believe
that there are problems is
that your mind unconsciously loves conflict because, for some strange
reason, it gives you identity
and purpose. While this is
normal for most folks, it’s
also insane.
Identifying a problem
exists means that you are
dwelling on something
mentally without ever attempting to take action now
to address and resolve it.
Instead, you choose to
make it apart of you and
welcome it into your life.
You become consumed
and overtaken with all the
cares and issues in your life
that you forget that you are
living in the now. You never
realize that all the while you
could erase them all by
simply living in the NOW.
What’s more damaging
is that you are attempting to
carry all 101 things you
need to do tomorrow instead of the one thing you
can do NOW. That one
thing could very well eliminate the other 100, but you
will never know that because of your current state
of delusion.

Problems you allow
into your life bring about
pain and attached with
them are symptoms that affect your body collectively
and eventually tear you
down and can ultimately
take you out.
When you look at it
from that perspective, it appears that it would be a simple, easy choice — choose
to live and choose to be
healthy. Unfortunately, because Satan knows this and
works 25/8 to ensure you
never realize that the option
is that simple, he will pollute your thoughts to the
point that you remain in a
state of confusion, delusion
and misery.
This is followed by negativity, resentment, malice
and graduates to even hatred over something that
only exists in your unconscious mind. All because
you decided not to live for
today, in the NOW!
I see this almost daily
and never really came to
this concrete, failproof
method of dealing with our
issues until I went back and
looked this over again.
I, too, have fallen victim
to this but could not put into
words how I came out of it
and just decided to stop
making excuses for my
shortcomings and mistakes and decided to take
control of my life.
I willed what I would
become and asked the
Lord to help me in all my
endeavors: marriage, fatherhood, spirituality, etc.
Low and behold, I can
NOW say I have a winning
formula, and it can be used
by anyone that has the
same beliefs I have and are
trusting in the same Creator, my Lord and Savior
Jesus Christ.
I can’t guarantee success outside of that. Also,
you must know that it requires more than just a belief. Hope is the goal setter,
believing is the motivator,
but most important, FAITH
is the activator. Without action, you will be destined to
fail time and time again, and
your life will remain in that
vicious loop of failure and
disappointment, never to
be broken until you are
broken.
Live for today; live in
the NOW and change your
life for the better. Watch
God take you to places you
could only have dreamed.
And the church said…
Till next week,
Blessings Bishop Dr.
Robert L. Harrison, Jr.,
Ph.D., DD
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Ain’t no stoppin’ Mrs. Lizzie Donald
BY KARIN DAVIS-THOMPSON
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG – A
raging pandemic, record
unemployment and an unprecedented presidential
race will make 2020 a year
many will never forget. But
for Lizzie Donald’s family,
they will remember the second decade of the 21st century for an entirely different
reason. For her family, it’s
the year Mrs. Lizzie celebrated her 103rd birthday.
The celebration, held on
her birthday on Aug. 7, was
as festive as any birthday
could be during a global
pandemic, with her family
arranging a birthday parade

to mark the occasion.
Frances Scott, Mrs.
Lizzie’s daughter, said at
first, her mother was a bit
concerned about how people would stay safe and celebrate her big day, but after
a while, she began to look
forward to it. Her family
was also on hand to help
her celebrate.
“She was so happy to
see so many people take the
time out of their busy
schedules to drive by and
acknowledge her birthday,”
Scott said. “She still gets joy
out of thinking about the
celebration, and it still
makes her smile.”
Scott’s cousin, Everlina
Brown, came up with the
idea, and all of the children,

grandchildren, great-grandchildren and great-greatgrandchildren were present
or FaceTimed her on her
special day.
“Because of the pandemic, this is the first time
her baby sister, Dora Cummings, was not there for the
celebration.”
More than 75 cars lined
up full of people ready to
wish Mrs. Lizzie well. Scott
said if she had to guess,
about 200 people drove by,
and the family handed out
at least 100 cupcakes and
water bottles.
With several St. Petersburg police officers participating in the parade headed
south on 21st Street South,
Scott said her mother had
the time of her life, watching everyone drive by and
wish her well.
“She was excited to see
the police cruisers leading
the vehicles,” she said.
“Everyone was smiling,
waving, saying happy birthday, blowing their car horns
and giving her gifts.”
Mrs. Lizzie, who has
five children (including two
who are deceased), nine
grandchildren, 16 greatgrandchildren and 10 greatgreat-grandchildren, loves
to spend her day working

We know what it means to care for the communities off
St. Petersburg. Afftter all, we’ve been
n doing it for quite
a while now. And as we’ve built ourr experrttise and
experience at all levels off care – from the biggest of
emergencies to the tiniest off birrtths – we’ve also built
lasting relationships. That alone makes a difffference.
Because when you need care you can trust, you want a
community hospital that’s been there – year afftter year.
Learn more about how we’ve increased
our safety and protection for patients and team
members at BayfrontStPete.com.

Mrs. Lizzie Donald (middle) celebrated her 103rd birthday
on Aug. 7 with about 200 of her closest friends.
on word searches and putting puzzles together.
In her lifetime, she’s
lived through two pandemics, Jim Crow, the evolution of the telephone and
air travel, the invention of
the television, cell phones,
computers and the internet.
However, there are two
things she never thought
she would witness: the election of the first AfricanAmerican president of the
United States and now a
Black woman as vice-president-elect.
Born Aug. 7, 1917, in a
small town in Mississippi
called Lake Cormorant to
Manzy and Ada Alexander,

she has nine siblings, all
raised on a farm. And at 103,
Mrs. Lizzie still talks about
her childhood and loves to
reminisce.
“Because she was the
oldest, her mother and father told her siblings that
they had to do what she told
them to do, even if they didn’t want to,” Scott stated.
“She enjoyed helping her
mother with household
chores, including cleaning
and cooking. She liked decorating the house and making it pretty.”
Scott said she knows
how blessed she is to have
a mother that has lived such
a long, full life with vivid

memories that she can still
share with family and
friends.
“It feels fantastic and
amazing to have a mother
that is still living and at 103
years old and is still in her
sound mind,” she stated.
“She has been a loyal Christian, wife, mother, grandmother, great-grandmother,
great-great-grandmother,
daughter, sister, niece,
cousin and friend. No matter what the problem is,
small or big, she is there to
talk our walk us through it.”
To reach Karin DavisThompson, email kdavisthompson@theweeklychallen
ger.com
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City's disparity study reviews relevant procurement policies
BY DEIRDRE O’LEARY
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG –
The City of St. Petersburg’s Small Business office hosted a Zoom
presentation last week to
showcase its disparity
study. Mayor Rick Kriseman introduced the presentation, noting that a
disparity study was performed last in the late
1990s. He claims that addressing disparity is a priority
of
his
administration.
The city chose a
prominent
minorityowned consulting firm,
Mason Tillman Associates Ltd., to look at data
from 2014-18. Areas of
contracts awarded were
construction, professional
services and goods and
services. The study began
in 2018 and is nearing
completion.
Eleanor Mason Ramsey, Ph.D., president of
Mason Tillman, and attorney Don O’Bannon led
the presentation. According to Ramsey, the Oakland, Calif., based firm
was founded in 1978 and
has completed 146 disparity studies for public and
private entities around the
country. The studies aim
to determine whether dis-

crimination against minorities or women exists
in awarding government
contracts.
Mason Tillman Associates “uses data to drive
diversity” and has three
areas of focus: Disparity
studies for government
entities and private businesses, marketing and
outreach “to communicate social responsibility
goals,” and program development to increase
participation by minorities and women.
Disparity studies grew
out of a 1989 Supreme
Court case, City of Richmond v. J.A. Croson Co.
Hence the studies are
known as “Croson studies.” The case established criteria by which
discrimination could be
established using statistical tests.
A key test is the disparity ratio: Utilization divided by Availability. In
other words, actual dollars spent on contracts
compared to the expected
contract dollars.
“Availability” refers to
the capacity of minority or
women-owned businesses
registered with the city
and apply for contracts.
It’s not as straightforward
as minority-owned busi-

nesses receiving a proportional share of contracts.
The businesses must
have the capacity to handle them as well. Presumably, they would need to
be of sufficient size, measured by sales volume or
another measure.
In addition to reviewing the statistics, there is
a critical component of
the study called Anecdotal Analysis, which includes surveying minority
and women-owned businesses to find out what
their experience has been
doing business with the
city.
Businesses can be
prime contractors or subcontractors. Currently,
the study is in this phase
and is soliciting responses
from local businesses.
The e-survey can be
found
at
https://www.tfaforms.co
m/4864728. It will close
in two weeks. The firm
expects to present the
final report to the mayor’s
office in the first quarter
of 2021.
The city’s purchasing
manager, Karen Dewar,
also presented some information on how businesses can find city
contracts. A summarized

list of solicitations is available to the public, but a
company must register
with the city to get the entire solicitation.
Dewar emphasized
that the procurement department wants to help
businesses navigate the
system. You can find
them on StPete.org by
clicking the business tab.
Goods and services
purchased by the city:
• Athletic Equipment
& Supplies
• Automobile Accessories & Parts
• Building Maintenance & Repairs
• Building Materials
& Supplies
• Carpentry
• ChemicalsComputer
Accessories & Supplies
• Construction ServicesCustodial Services
• Electrical Supplies &
Service
• Fencing
• Fire Equipment &
Supplies
• Flags & Banners
• Floor Maintenance
• Fuel
• Grounds Maintenance
• HVAC Service
• Janitorial & Cleaning Supplies
• Lamps, Poles & Fixtures

Eleanor Mason Ramsey, Ph.D., president of
Mason Tillman and attorney Don O’Bannon led
the City of St. Petersburg’s disparity study.
• Locksmith Services
• Lumber & Related
Products
• Machine Shop Work
• Office Equipment &
Supplies
• Painting & Wallpapering
• Paper & Paper Products
• Parks & Play
Ground Structures
• Plumbing Supplies
& Service
• Police Equipment &
Supplies
• Pumps & Generators
• Recreation & Craft
Supplies
• Roof Repair

• Safety Apparel &
Supplies
• Specialty Printing
• Tools, Hand &
Power
• Traffic Signals &
Signs
• Tree Trimming and
Removal
• Trees, Shrubs &
Flowers
• Uniforms & Work
Clothes
• Vehicles & Heavy
Equipment
• Water & Sewer Supplies
To register as a city
vendor and for more information
visit,
bit.ly/cityvendors
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USF expands partnerships with local high schools to
enhance access for disadvantaged students
The University of
South Florida has expanded a program that
guarantees admission to
any of its three campuses
to students who attend
local high schools that
serve historically underrepresented families.
Through the Guaranteed Admissions Pathway
Program, or GAPP, students at 17 Title 1 high
schools within the geographical footprint of USF
can secure their place by
sustaining a 3.7 GPA by
the end of their junior
year and earning an 1100
SAT or 22 ACT score.
Title 1 schools are those
where high numbers or
high percentages of students come from low-income families.
For the admissions
process this year, the
number of eligible high
schools for GAPP nearly
doubled from nine to 17
across Tampa Bay. The
goal of the program is to
increase higher education
access for students from
underrepresented groups
and economically disadvantaged backgrounds.
“Through this access
program we hope to enroll students from the
Tampa Bay area who will
attend college locally and
hopefully keep their talents here to contribute to
the community,” said

Laura Zuppo, interim regional assistant vice chancellor of enrollment
planning and management at USF’s St. Petersburg campus.
High school students
who apply with the academic criteria met can select any USF campus to
attend. They will also be
granted priority consideration for the History of
Achievement Scholarship,
an academic award of up
to $2,000. Student can
apply to GAPP just by
completing the regular
USF admissions application.
“GAPP will increase
the diversity of our student body, which creates
a healthier and more sustainable community,” said
Creah Demps, coordinator of outreach & access
in USF’s Office of Admissions. “It also has the
added benefit of enhancing our engagement and
collaboration with our
local high schools.”
A key component of
the program’s success is
the collaboration with
principals and guidance
counselors. USF’s Office
of Admission engages
with leadership in eligible
high schools to ensure
students are aware of
GAPP, attend events related to the access program and stay on track

with the admissions
process to take advantage
of this opportunity.
“In many cases, we are
engaging students who
are the first person in
their family to go to college, so it is really important for them, and
especially their parents
and guardians, to fully understand the college admissions process,” said
Zuppo. “We recognize the
need to engage students
early on – when they are
early in their junior year
and even sophomore year
– so they can make a plan
both academically and
personally to reach their
goal.”
For Michael Vigue,
principal of Boca Ciega
High School, GAPP can
really provide a way into
college for many students
who were not considering
higher education.
“We began our collaboration with the USF St.
Petersburg campus with
the expectation of getting
more of our students who
typically wouldn’t continue their education after
high school to go off to
the university and then
come back and give back.
The hope is that this program will both diversify
college campuses while
giving our students the
opportunity to succeed,”
said Vigue.

GAPP is one of several
USF programs that seeks
to enhance access and
graduation rates for
higher education. It joins
FUSE, a transfer program
between USF and eight
Florida state colleges that
provides seamless academic pathways for students to complete their
associate degree, guaranteeing admission into specific majors at USF,
Pinellas Access to Higher
Education (PATHe), a
program for Pinellas
County students who
begin at St. Petersburg
College and transition to
the USF St. Petersburg
campus, and the Student
Support Services Program, a unique summer

entry program that provides effective academic
and personal support to
increase retention and
graduation rates for a diverse student population.
Students who apply to
GAPP by the priority admissions deadline, which
has been extended to January 1, 2021, could also be
identified for these other
access programs.
Eligible high schools
for GAPP include:
Hillsborough
County
Armwood
High
School
Hillsborough
High
School
Jefferson High School
Kathleen High School
Leto High School

Middleton
High
School
Pinellas County
Boca Ciega High
School
Dixie Hollins High
School
Gibbs High School
Lakewood
High
School
Sarasota & Manatee
County
Bayshore High School
Booker High School
Central High School
Southeast
High
School
Pasco County
Gulf High School
Zephyrhills
High
School
Lake County
Leesburg High School
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Gun violence claims a young mother’s life, and council members
turn to community
BY J.A. JONES
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG —
The crowd was solemn on
Nov. 17, in the 1400 18th
Ave. S parking lot and mall
of Food Max and other
businesses.
City Councilmembers
Lisa Wheeler-Bowman and
Deborah Figgs-Sanders
called together clergy, city
officials and community
members to send an urgent
message to the people and
the Creator.
“For weeks, we’ve seen
protesting on Beach Drive
because a Black man was
killed by a white police officer. Will we now see that
same level of passion for another Black life taken by
one of our own,” asked
Wheeler-Bowman.
“I know all too well what
it is like for someone to lose
their loved one to senseless
gun violence, and I am tired
of it,” she said, referring to
the murder of her son,
Cabretti, who was brutally
gunned down in 2008.
In this case, “one of our
own” was 23-year-old
Arnieceia Milton, who was
shot dead around 1:30 a.m.
on Nov. 15. Milton was
struck when a man, whom
police have identified as 25-

year-old Tyree Lamons
Bell, shot into the crowd.
Police were informed that
Milton’s boyfriend had been
in an argument with Bell
earlier in the evening.
Milton left behind an
eight-year-old and a threemonth-old. She had just accepted a new position at St.
Anthony’s Hospital.
As fate would have it,
Wheeler-Bowman was related to the victim; Milton’s
mother, Angela Wheeler, is
her cousin.
Councilmember FiggsSanders had been working
to clear some of south St.
Pete’s corridors of the
growing amount of trash littering its streets, not knowing that the growing issue
was largely being impacted
by hundreds of people holding late night parties on the
16th Street corridor.
The strip, called “Crenshaw” by many community
members after Los Angeles’
infamous Crenshaw Boulevard, is not in Councilmember Figgs-Saunders’ district,
but “the accumulating trash
has been a ripple effect,
now resulting in people
dying. A much more dreadful consequence that I just
can’t ignore.”
The night before, 26year-old Deauntazies L.

Ramsey was shot in the
Food Max parking lot at
3:15 a.m. The two back-toback deaths brought the
number of fatalities by gun
violence to nine this year in
St. Pete – and the councilmembers, along with
gathered clergy and city officials, were there at the
rally to say, “It has to stop.”
Religious leaders led the
crowd in impassioned
prayer and also called on
the community to do their
part.
“We’ve got to move the
thugs out, and we cannot be
afraid,” said Rev. Louis Murphy, senior pastor of Mt.
Zion Progressive Missionary Baptist Church.
After Mayor Kriseman
spoke, someone in the
crowd repeatedly called out:
“What’s your plan, mayor?”
Rev. Watson Haynes, president & CEO of the Pinellas
County Urban League, cautioned the crowd, reminding
listeners this was not about
the mayor or the police – but
about the community.
Those gathered held
candles while the names of
those killed by gun-violence
were called out in prayer.
Community organizer
and vice president of Childs
Park Neighborhood Association Jabaar Edmond was in
the crowd and voiced concern regarding the community’s building episodes of
violence.
“I think we have to have
a strategic plan to address
some of the systemic, core
causes of the violence going
on in the city, simply because it’s very widespread,”
he said. “It’s popping up out
of despair and poverty. We
have to target and intention-

Rev. Louis Murphy of Mt. Zion Progressive Missionary Baptist Church gave
a passionate prayer while surrounded by Rev. Kenny Irby of Bethel AME
and Pinellas County Urban League President & CEO Rev. Watson Haynes
outside of the Food Max grocery store Nov. 17.
ally bring prosperity and opportunities to these communities to alleviate the
pain and blight.”
Edmond acknowledged
that “people in despair will
do desperate things — and
what we’re living through
right now is desperate people doing desperate things.”
He added that, while most
of the community wasn’t
causing the violence, the
loss of one life — such as
Milton’s — impacted not
only her children, family,
and loved one, but also the
wider community’s sense of
safety, wholeness and wellbeing.
Rev. J.C. Pritchett II
shared after the rally, “We
must create policies and
practices to reduce the easy
access to guns in our community. The more difficult
challenge is for us to
change how we live together, how we respond to
differences and conflict.”
Pritchett also voiced
concern about the addi-

tional dangers of the growing “block parties.”
“While gun violence is a
threat to our safety, we must
encourage the proper wearing of masks, social distancing, small group gatherings
and hand-washing.
Pritchett’s
concerns
speak to recent data that
shows that Black Pinellas
County residents are 1.86
times more likely to be
COVID-19 positive than
white residents. Of individuals in Pinellas who test
positive for COVID-19, residents who are Black are
nearly 2.13 times as likely to
be hospitalized than residents who are white.
Also, Black Pinellas
County residents are 1.21
times more likely to die
from COVID than white
Pinellas County residents –
a rate of 1.16 times higher
than the state rate.
According to police
spokeswoman Yolanda Fernandez, the block party
crowds gathered on the

16th Street corridor have
numbered as high as 400 individuals a night.
According to some business owners, the violence is
now making the issue one
of safety, rather than just
noise, trash and nuisance.
Bruce Street, who owns
the Gentlemen’s Quarters
barbershop, shared that
even though he contended
with liquor bottles, trash —
and even urine — in front of
his shop on the mornings
after for several months, he
wasn’t too concerned until
recently. Now he wants the
crowds along the strip to
move off.
“I truly think it’s something that the police could
do in a non-aggressive way,”
he told The Tampa Bay
Times.
Figgs-Sanders
and
Wheeler-Bowman are asking people interested in getting involved in the
“Enough is Enough” initiative to contact them at 727551-3305.
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ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 321-6631 • www.stmarkch.org
Schedule of Services
Church School ..................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............................... 10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union......................... 5:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
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THE ROCK OF JESUS MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
SUNDAY SERVICES/WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
10:30 a.m. Worship Service
9:00 a.m. Breakfast (First Sunday only)
9:30 a.m. Sunday School (First Sunday Only)
Sunday School 9:15 a.m. / Devotion 10:15 a.m.
Praise & Worship 10:20 a.m. / Worship Services 10:30 a.m.
Saints of Prayer - Monday 12:00 noon
Weekly Bible Study - Tuesday 6:30 p.m.
Adult Choir Rehearsals - Thursday 6:30 p.m.

Van service is available by calling: (727) 327-0015

Rev. Brian K. Brown

THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 – 18th AVE. S., St. Petersburg, Florida
Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021
Email: rojmbe@knology.net
Office Hours: Tues. & Thurs. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

Friendship Missionary Baptist Church
3300 31st St. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300 www.fmbctheship.net
Email: fmbc3300@verizon.net
Dr. John A. Evans, Pastor

WORSHIP EvXPERIENCES

Sunday Worship .......................................................................7:45 a.m. and 10:45 a.m.
Sunday School......................................................................................................9:30 a.m.
Wednesday ..............................Noonday Wednesday in the Word and Bread of Life
7:00 p.m. Prayer and Wednesday in the Word
7:00 p.m. Youth Enrichment
Our Mission: Friendship Missionary Baptist Church is a family of believers in
Christ, reaching out to the world, preaching the gospel to the unsaved and
teaching the saved to serve by demonstrating the Love of Christ.

CHURCH NEWS
Pastor’s Corner
BY REV. DR. DORAL R. PULLEY,
SPIRITUAL LEADER
TODAY’S CHURCH Tampa Bay

Our Father
“Our Father who is in
heaven. Hallowed be your
name (Matthew 6:9).”
You are both human and
Divine. As such, your divinity
comes from our Father, Jehovah, and your humanity
comes from our mother,
earth. God is always your Father, and nothing will ever
change that. You are a Divine
idea that originated in the
mind of God.
When you pray, Our Father, you are speaking of
your paternity. You are personalizing the Kingdom Principle of Divine Nature,
owning the idea that your
origination point is God, and
how you came to this earth is
Divine.

Our Father also speaks of
plurality. God is not just your
Father, but God is the Father
of all creation. Because you
have the same father and the
same mother as everyone
else, you are not a half, step,
or adopted brother or sister.
Every person on the face of
this earth is your full brother
and your full sister. Every
man is your brother, and
every woman is your sister
because we are all made in
the likeness of God (Genesis
1:26-28). Finally,
Our Father speaks of
prosperity. When you remember that God is your Father, you realize your
inheritance. You are an heir
of God and a joint heir with

Christ Jesus (Romans 8:17).
You have full, complete, and
total access to all that God is
(Divine Nature) and all that
God has (Divine Provision).
When you forget that God is
your Father, you experience
lack, limitation, poverty, not
having enough, and feeling
like you are not enough.
When we remember God is
our Father, we experience increase, abundance, overflow,
and more than enough. We
know that we are enough for
any relationship and more
than enough for any situation.
Affirm out loud: “I AM
worthy. I deserve good. I
have access to all that God
desires for me.”

you do not desire and affirming the love that you so desire. Praying the Kingdom is
decreeing that sorrow, sadness, discontentment, or depression have no power over
you and affirming your Divine birthright of joy.
Praying the Kingdom is
releasing conflict, confusion,
chaos, discord, battles, and
war and holding in your mind
the Fruit of the Spirit, which
is peace. Praying the Kingdom is binding illness, sickness,
pain,
disease,
discomfort and dysfunction,
and “loosing” wholeness,
healing, and health. Praying
the Kingdom is letting go of
the limiting beliefs of
poverty, recession, lack or
limitation, and declaring your
Divine inheritance of increase, abundance, overflow,
and more than enough. Praying the Kingdom is allowing
any thoughts or feelings of ig-

norance and stupidity to die
and giving birth to knowledge, wisdom, and understanding that is already
inside of you.
Praying the Kingdom is
putting aside any faulty perceptions of bondage, addiction, imbalance, or slavery
and standing in your power
of liberty and freedom. Praying the Kingdom is not giving
any energy to discord, division and discrimination and
focusing completely on unity
and equality. Praying the
Kingdom is sending sins, offenses, transgressions, trespasses,
iniquities,
and
abominations into the nothingness from which they
came and embracing righteousness and holiness. Praying
the
Kingdom
is
denouncing darkness, deceit,
lies, hypocrisy, and dishonesty and wrapping everyone
in light and truth.

Pray the Kingdom
“It is the Father’s good
pleasure to give you the
Kingdom (Luke 12:32).”
At the beginning and at
the end of the prayer format
that Jesus gave his disciples
in Matthew 6:9-13, he mentions the word kingdom. The
Kingdom of God is a system,
a form of government, a
lifestyle in which God is the
center. Kingdom praying is
building consciousness by
quoting scriptures, denials,
and affirmations. Scripture is
the timeless truth that brings
up any lies buried deep in
your subconscious. Denials
renounce your erroneous
ideas so that you are free to
affirm the good desires of
your heart to see the Kingdom of God manifest in your
life.
Praying the Kingdom is
denouncing hatred, envy,
jealousy, strife, malice, bitterness, or unforgiveness that

St. Mark M.B.C.
Who’s Winning Today?
Philippians 3:7-14
From Pastor Brown: We
would conclude that the
presidential election is over.
The popular vote and electoral college suggest it’s
over. However, as we listen
to news, twitter and other
communications, you might
think it isn’t. We are in a
quandary, with so many
opinions that we find ourselves not a United States
but divided. So, the question
asked of the scripture was
‘Who’s Winning?’ Winning
is not about seeing whose
loosing. If we’re not all striving to be part of the winning
circle, we’re losing. Winning is defined by how we
can share what we have with
others. Losers are unwilling
to share but instead are
hoarders. Who’s winning?
Where would we be if we
could join together in the
race and finish together.
Winning is not about an individual win but all of us winning.
Winning cannot
happen unless we are all
concerned about each other.
The first response to the
question came from Phil 3:78 – to win, can you lose? If
we are to be winners God
says I cannot win until I lose
some things. If you’re a poor
loser, you’ll never be a great
winner. To win we must be
able to handle losing something. We may have to lose
some rights, positions or advantages so others can gain
something. Paul had a lot of
things in his possession but
let some go in order to gain.
The second response to

the question came from Phil
3:9-11 – to win, can you
learn? We can’t win if we’re
not learning. We must learn
that forward progress is only
as good as the people we
bring with us. If we bring no
one with us what good is forward progress if we’re the
only one at the top of the hill
and everyone else is at the
bottom. Jesus, who is God,
recognized that what good is
it if He’s alive and all of humanity is dead so He decided to die (lose) so that we
will gain (win). He then
showed us how He would
resurrect us to a greater life.
The election is over, and
problems are still with us
and we can’t beat back the
problems until we learn to
do it together. We need to
link arm and arm because
victory cannot be ours alone.
If we boil it all down to it’s
common denominator it’s us
against those things that are
trying to keep us from the
love of God, peace of God, so
that we have all we need at
the appointed time.
The third response to
the question came from Phil
3:12 – to win, can you lean?
Some winning moments
cannot happen until we realize that we are weak and
need to lean on someone
who is stronger than we are.
We must realize that we
don’t have all the answers, all
the money, or all the success. To win means we take
what each of us has and extend it to someone else. As
individuals we fall short but
together, we can find the answers we need. We must

Rev. Brian K. Brown,
Pastor
lean on the Lord, realizing
that He knows what we don’t
and can bring people into
our orbit who may not be
like us but can provide answers to our anxieties, peace
for our panic, strength for
our weakness, light for darkness, and joy for sorrow.
Who are you leaning on and
who might you lean on if you
saw them differently?
The final response came
from Phil 3:13-14 – to win,
can you labor? If we’re going
to win, it will cost us something, it will require something of us. It will mean that
we’ll have to struggle, it
won’t always be easy. We
should not just be consumed
and concerned about our
own welfare but be concerned about others. It’s
easy to win by ourselves but
it’s never easy to win together. It will cost us some
labor and struggle. For
those who want an easy win,
know that easy winning is
not real winning. If we can’t
all win, then we can’t win.
Please join our live
streaming
service
on
YouTube @ St Mark MBC
each Sunday @ 10:45 and
Wednesdays @ 7:00 p.m.
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ST. PETE YOUTH FARM
Top 10 things to do when taking care
of raised beds
BY DARION NEWKIRK, 17
ARTWORK BY KALIA EARLY

1. Start with great soil.
You can get good soil at Mr.
Joe’s on 16th Street South, or
you can make your very own
with compost (I recommend
researching how to make compost).
2. Water when soil is
dry.
If you have a raised bed,
water your plants daily if it’s in
soil and if mother nature does
not provide water, then water
your plants once or twice a

week, depending on the
weather.
3. Don’t walk on the soil.
If you walk on your soil, it
will flatten it will disrupt the
growing process.
4. Add a mulch layer.
Before adding mulch, you
should add a layer of cardboard
to suppress weeds. When you
add cardboard, you need to
keep it moist by adding compost or other moist materials.
5. Watch for weeds.
It’s essential to rid your garden of weeds because they rob
your soil and your plants of important nutrients and water.
6. Install a barrier to

Online vs. in-person school
WRITTEN BY
SHAVION HOBBS, 15

roots and weeds.
Barriers laid over
the top of soil stop almost all weeds and
help retain moisture
in the soil, reducing
how often you have
to water.
7. Top-dress
annually
with
compost.
Top-dressing the
bed with an inch or
two of compost each season.
The compost will break down,
improving soil structure and
fertility.
8. Fluff the soil as
needed.
Fluff your soil by adding organic matter such as grass clippings.
9. Plant annual cover
crops.
Consider planting legumes
as a cover crop. Examples of
legume cover crops are alfalfa,
fava beans, and crimson clover.
10. Plan for the next
plantings season.
Research what grows best
in each season.

Youth Farm Participant

As the 2020-21
school year approached
and the pandemic raged
on, parents had the opportunity to enroll their
students in traditional,
online or into Florida
Virtual by withdrawing
their child from their
current school.
My name is Shavion
Hobbs, and I choose online schooling to stay
enrolled in my current
school. Online schooling, for me, is very easy.
I understand the curriculum that is being
taught, and I can get the
resources that I need.
The teachers are
very helpful and accessible. The work is easily manageable, and
they give us a reasonable amount of time for
our due assignments.
Not only that, but I feel
safe for myself and my
family.

As the first two
weeks progressed, it
was difficult for the students and teachers, but
it got easier as time
passed. I was curious
about the in-person experience, so I interviewed a sophomore
student named Anaya
that attends Boca Ciega
High School.
When asked if she
felt safe, she responded,
“Yes, I feel safe, because of the rules and
guidelines in place at
school, such as requiring a face mask covering to be worn over
your mouth and nose at
all times, social distancing throughout the
school and having
lunch at the end of the
day to avoid large gatherings.”
However,
Anaya
feels that while her
teachers are focusing
on virtual students, she
isn’t getting the attention she needs.

“I feel it is affecting
my learning because
teachers have to focus
on in-class and virtual
students at the same
time.”
To better the learning environment, Anaya
suggests “more in-class
paper assignments presented to the kids in
school rather than online assignments for
them to complete.”
To me, school in
person or online has little difference as far as
benefits. They both
allow you to feel safe
and have a say in your
learning preferences.

CareerSource Pinellas announces CARES Job Training and Placement
Assistance for workers displaced by COVID-19
PINELLAS COUNTY –
CareerSource Pinellas announced PinellasWorks, a
slate of training programs
for Pinellas residents who
lost their jobs due to
COVID-19. Those who experienced employment interruptions after March 1
may be eligible for on-thejob training opportunities,
direct job placement, shortterm occupational skills
training certifications and
supportive services.
The PinellasWorks programs will be supported by
$2 million of CARES Act
Funding, provided by Pinellas County, and will be administered and managed
by CareerSource Pinellas.
Businesses that would
like to provide on-the-job

training opportunities must
have experienced economic impact due to the
COVID-19 outbreak and
have been in operation for
at least one year. On-the-job
training placement opportunities for businesses and
residents will last a minimum of 30 days and must
be completed by Dec. 15.
Jobs eligible for this
program will meet Florida’s
minimum wage requirements, and the employee
worksite location must be
within Pinellas County.
PinellasWorks is a great
opportunity to connect employers and job seekers
who have been impacted by
COVID-19. PinellasWorks
offers 100 percent reimbursement of costs associ-

ated with training new employees and an opportunity
for job seekers to learn new
skills and get back to work.
To learn more about
the PinellasWorks programs and apply to receive
assistance with reemployment, please visit www.careersourcepinellas.com/pi
nellasworks. There are limited opportunities. Apply
today!
Individuals with questions can phone 727-5244344
or
email
pinellasworks@careersourcepinellas.com. Visit careersourcepinellas.org to
schedule a visit at a Career
Center location.
Pinellas
CARES
Overview
Pinellas County re-

ceived $170 million in federal CARES funding to address the community’s
most pressing needs related to COVID-19. The expanded Pinellas CARES
business program is part of
a larger series of programs
funded by the federal Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and
Economic
Security
(CARES) Act. The Pinellas
County Commission approved Pinellas CARES
programs to support individuals, families and critical
nonprofit services and to
bolster the local COVID-19
public health response. For
a full program overview,
visit cares.pinellas.gov
About CareerSource
Pinellas
CareerSource Pinellas

strives to foster Pinellas
County’s economic development and delivers workforce solutions designed to
meet businesses and job
seekers’ needs. Driven by
business demand and supported by strategic partnerships, they provide the
most comprehensive work-

force development services
in a one-stop environment.
CareerSource Pinellas has
career centers conveniently
located throughout Pinellas
County in Tarpon Springs,
Clearwater, and St. Petersburg. To learn more, visit
careersourcepinellas.org.

EMERGE-CEDC and St. Pete native Tim Howard bring affordable housing to Clearwater
HOUSING , from front page

With family in construction, Howard started working in the business at age
14. After graduating from
Lakewood High School and
doing a short stint in college, he enlisted in the
armed forces and served
six years.
After the service, he
moved to Greenville, S. C.,
and started his first framing
company. His desire to go
further propelled him to get
a degree in industrial construction
engineering,
which helped him understand both the technical
hands-on of building and
site supervision, estimating, scheduling, and the
specifics of coding, inspection and project management.
EMERGE and New Dimensions Builders formed
a partnership to develop affordable housing. Taylor
and Howard began sitting
in on an initiative in St. Pete
to bring nonprofits together
to increase affordable housing development.
Since the City of St. Petersburg has an abundance
of vacant lots on their
books, they came up with
the idea “to dispose of these
lots through the not-forprofits and build affordable
housing.”
EMERGE-New Dimension sat with 10 or 12 notfor-profits trying to develop
ideas and concepts for affordable housing ideas
along with the city. However, after attending the

group for some time and listening to the conversations,
Taylor said they realized
they had something incredibly unique – a nonprofit
with interests in helping the
community, along with the
expertise of Howard’s
knowledge of the ins and
outs of construction.
One of the other nonprofit organizations sitting
in on the roundtables realized
their
combined
strength was an asset —
and reached out to them for
help.
Taylor recounted how
the 30-year-old East Tampa
Business and Civic Association (ETBCA) let them
know about the City of
Tampa’s owner-occupied
rehab program’s search for
an organization to help the
project run more smoothly.
New Dimensions and
EMERGE partnered with
ETBCA to win the proposal.
Howard ran a similar
program in South Carolina
and was able to retool the
Tampa project and bring a
new level of quality and efficiency to the initiative.
With EMERGE assisting
with paperwork and filing
and Howard overseeing the
construction, hiring the
contractors, and setting
standards, the ETBCAEMERGE-New
Dimensions partnership has both
expanded and improved
the program.
Adding new quality controls and inspection safe-

guards, within the first year,
the number of homes rehabbed skyrocketed from
less than 20 to more than
60. Currently, Howard said
they’re on track to do over
90 rehabs within the fiscal
year.
Taylor also added that
because community investment is a central lynchpin
of EMERGE’s mission and
vision, they have also supported ETBCA feeding programs throughout Tampa
and plan to bring that same
kind of community work to
all the neighborhoods they
work.
Recently, news of the
EMERGE-New
Dimensions partnership reached
Clearwater, and the team
was brought in to begin
building affordable homes
in Clearwater.
At a recent groundbreaking, Chuck Lane, assistant director Economic
Development & Housing
Assistant for the City of
Clearwater, expressed the
city’s excitement about
working on more projects
with the EMERGE-New Dimensions team.
“It became pretty clear
to us that this is a good
group to work with,” Lane
said. “They have the right
agenda in mind, and they
have the wherewithal to get
things done.”
With projects in Tampa
and Clearwater sailing
along, Howard and Taylor
are unhappy with the lack
of engagement they have

received from their hometown city, St. Pete.
So far, the City of St. Petersburg has only agreed to
offer the team flood zone
plots – impossible to build
affordably due to the extracost of incurred in elevating
them at least six feet above
the ground. Habitat for Humanity, the city’s go-to organization, has built dozens
of homes but refuses the
flood zone properties.
Howard shared disappointment that the city has
continued to give Habitat
the best lots while sending
the EMERGE-New Dimensions team down numerous
“rabbit holes.” Taylor
added they had also been
left in the dark about savings and tax-credits they
would have qualified for as

a nonprofit.
Howard noted that,
while the city has awarded
Habitat countless projects,
they have not mandated
that they make their
houses energy efficient. He
believes every municipality
should make that demand
on the builders they do
business with.
Howard only builds
BPI-certified (Building Performance Institute) “green”
houses. EMERGE-New Dimensions houses are not
only energy-efficient, but
Taylor insists homebuyers
need the education courses
EMERGE offers – such as
how to lower their monthly
bills with cost-cutting measures.
While they wait for their

hometown to become more
open to “new blood” in the
building sector, Taylor and
Howard are undaunted.
They started an initiative
with Pinellas Technical College that will improve their
construction and contracting related curriculum
while giving the students
hands-on experience.
Taylor said they continue to push homebuyer
education to the communities they work in. “We truly
believe that owning a home
is the beginning to longterm wealth-building, and
it’s the only way that the
wealth gap that everybody
talks about is going to start
to be filled.”
For more information,
visit www.emerge-cedc.org.

The EMERGE-New Dimensions team was brought in to begin building
affordable homes in Clearwater.
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SPMS celebrate literacy through
book donations
BY DR. SHARON JACKSON
Contributor

ST. PETERSBURG – The
St. Petersburg Metropolitan Section (SPMS) of the
National Council of Negro
Women, Inc. (NCNW),
community partners, and
private donors celebrated
literacy by collecting and
distributing more than 450
new books to local
preschools in south St. Pete

last month.
Early childhood professionals have long recognized the importance of
language and literacy in
preparing children for
school success. Learning
to read and write is an ongoing process and doesn’t
suddenly begin in kindergarten.
It’s never too early for
parents/guardians to support literacy at home by

reading with their children.
Reading to the child or the
child reading to the parent/guardian is an excellent strategy to stimulate
imagination and understanding of the world. It
also helps with the development of language and prepares them to understand
the written word.
The project’s goal was
to collect at least 350 books
to encourage and support
early childhood literacy to
foster a community of lifelong readers. Project leader
Dr. Sharon Jackson, along
with her team (Althea Hudson, Deidra Downing-Johnson, Lynn Harrell Johnson,
DeWana McCathy, Jennifer
Richardson,
Jenesis
Richardson and Valerie
Williams) and the SPMS
Black Pearls Youth Group,

worked together to collect,
sort and package the books
for six early child development centers.
The young scholars receiving the new book donations attend Kidz World
(Arthurene
Williams,
owner
&
CEO),
R’Club/Happy Workers
(Bridget Anderson, director), Starling Daycare ( Jennifer
Howard-Black,
director), Infinite Potential
(Twanna Monroe, director), Guiding Inspirations

for Tomorrow (Monica
Pittman, owner & director)
and Imagination Station
(Jackie Lang, director).
SPMS celebrates literacy through reading, and in
the words of our founder,
Dr.
Mary
McLeod
Bethune, we too believe,
“The whole world opened
to me when I learned to
read.”
Community Partners
• Cultured Books
• Local author Davon
Miller

• Dr. Carter G. Woodson African American Museum
• Association for the
Study of African American
Life and History
• Pinellas County National Organization for
Women
• Community Tech
House
• Positive Impact Church
• Shirley Proctor Puller
Foundation
• And numerous private supporters

Eta Rho Chapter celebrates its annual 58th Achievement Week program
BY TOM PACKER
Contributor

ST. PETERSBURG –
The Omega Psi Phi Fraternity-Eta Rho Chapter presented its 58th annual
Achievement Week Program virtually Nov. 15. This
year’s title was “Omega
Men Ushering in Social
Change.”
Each year, the chapter
takes this opportunity to
celebrate high achieving
African-American
high
school students, community leaders and members
of Eta Rho. Bro. Watson
Haynes served as master of
ceremony, providing great
insight as to the roles Black

men play while facing
today’s many social challenges.
The Boca Ciega, Gibbs
and
Lakewood
High
Schools were recognized
this year for academic
achievement by AfricanAmerican males. The students were chosen for
maintaining an overall
grade point average of 3.0
or higher. These highly motivated students serve as
role models for their classmates.
Kendrick Gordon, this
year’s National Essay Contest winner, is a student at
St. Pete High School in the
advanced IB program. His
essay entitled “Global Black

Lives Matter for young people to become and remain
politically engaged” won
him the top prize.
The Citizen of the Year
Award was presented to Dr.
Goliath Davis for his many
community endeavors that
encourage and support activities to enhance positive
growth in south St. Petersburg. The Superior Service
Award honored Bro. Dr.
Jaih Jackson for his leadership in helping to develop
and direct Eta Rho’s Apollo
Club, the newest student
development and educational attainment organization.
This year’s Founders
Award went to the last liv-

ing founder of Eta Rho
Chapter, Bro. Mordecai
Walker, who along with six
other fraternity brothers,
founded Eta Rho chapter in
1962. The chapter charter
members standing with
Bro. Walker on that very
special day included James
E. Jackson, James Chapman, W. Ervin Rouson,
Cyrus Everette, Louis O.
Harper
and
Robert
Williams.
The last and most
highly coveted award,
Omega Man of the Year,
was awarded to Brother
Harry Harvey, who has
earned the reputation for
his many commitments in
service to both the frater-

nity and the community. He
supports both the local
chapter and the national organization on every level
and maintains a positive
bond between the fraternity
and many community organizations.
The program ended
with the chapter Basileus
Brother Javan Turner presenting his recognition
awards for the many chapter brothers that continue
to support Eta Rho during
the pandemic. Turner also
thanked every foundation
and scholarship sponsor for
their yearly support of the
many
programs
and
fundraising activities the
chapter engages in.

Essay contest winner
Kendrick Gordon.
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Hey Mon Caribbean Cooking Magic tempts
with tastes of the islands
BY JOYCE NANETTE
JOHNSON
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG –
Surrounded by swaying
palm trees and balmy
breezes under the shade of
a solar roof, the Marketplace sits at the St. Pete Pier
entrance. It offers a unique
shopping experience for
visitors. More importantly,
it has become an opportu-

Hey Mon Caribbean
Cooking Magic
tempts with tastes
of the islands

nity for more than 17 local
vendors to showcase their
distinctive and diverse
wares.
The area is reminiscent
of an international outdoor
bazaar with billowing tents
and kiosks that offer products that range from jewelry, soaps and lotions,
home accents, sweet
desserts and more. Hey
Mon Caribbean Cooking
Magic, LLC is one of those
vendors looking to entice
you with their flavorful
products.
Hey Mon Caribbean
Cooking Magic specializes
in sauces, marinades,
spices and food reflective of
Caribbean cuisine. Sauces
with names such as Spicy
Mango, Papaya Apple
Marinade and Pineapple
Orange Sauce bring tantalizing tastes of tropical fruit.
At the same time, curry,
jerk and stewed cabbage
spices offer an introduction
to Caribbean cooking. For
those less timid, you can
try Mustard Pepper, HoLé
Sheet Sauce and their original Private Stock Hot

Sauce that started it all.
Husband and wife team
Errol and V. Dianna Bishop
launched their first restaurant in northwest Washington, D.C., called Dianna’s
West Indian Foods in 1971.
Three years later, a second
location opened in the
Howard University area,
and they added Dianna’s
Caribbean Cooking at the
Baltimore Inner Harbor.
At each restaurant table
was a bottle of Private Stock
Hot Sauce, a unique sauce
created by Errol Bishop
when he was a teenager in
his native Trinidad and Tobago.
The Bishops moved to
West Virginia in 1986 and
opened the Calypso Restaurant in Dunbar. It was there
that the idea of marketing
their special hot sauce was
brought to life. Word and
praise grew about the
unique condiment, and the
couple decided to bottle
and market their own
sauces after not being satisfied with the standards of
local bottlers.
“None of them were

willing to make the sauce
without any chemicals or
preservatives,” V. Dianna
Bishop explained. “We’re as
natural as we can be. We
joined the Southern U.S.
Trade Association and
learned to bottle and marHusband and wife team Errol and V. Dianna Bishop
ket for mass production.”
can be found at the St. Pete Pier Marketplace.
The Bishops relocated
to Florida in 2000. Hey
Curried
Potatoes
Mon’s™ Café is their latest Their frozen dinners in(Allo)
clude
jerk
or
curry
chicken,
restaurant and combo store
located in Brandon. They oxtail stew, salmon with 2 lbs. potatoes (white)
offer eat-in, takeout and are spicy mango sauce and veg- 2 cups water
1/2 stick margarine
on most home delivery etarian dishes.
1 Tbsp. curry powder
The
Bishops
said
their
services.
They also sell sauces, expansion to the St. Pete 1 medium onion
spices and two original bev- Pier Marketplace could not 2 tsp. hot sauce (optional)
erages: Hey Mon Ginger have come at a better time. 1 Tbsp. seasoning salt
Beer, a non-alcoholic drink The pandemic has de- 1 tsp. garlic powder (Or use
made with ginger root, and creased their business dra- Hey Mon’s Curry Spice or
Our New Sauce)
Hey Mon Sorrel, a bever- matically.
1/3 bottle Hey Mon
“The
restaurant
is
age made from flowers. You
Caribbean Cooking Magic
slower,”
explained
V.
Dican also buy a copy of their
cookbook called “Hey Mon anna Bishop. “All of our Curry Spice; can be substiCaribbean Cooking Magic other vendor shows that we tuted for the dry spices or 4
usually attend were can- Tbsp. of Curry Sauce
Cookbook.”
Peel potatoes, wash and
Since Errol Bishop is celed due to COVID. But
not always able to be at the with our marketing on our cut into cubes. In a sauce
restaurant, they are now of- website and our presence pan or skillet put one cup
fering frozen meals. These at the Pier, our business has water, margarine and curry
powder over medium fire
authentic, handmade meals increased.”
Recipes from “Hey for 10 minutes. This will imare flash-frozen, which
keeps the freshness in. Mon Caribbean Cooking
Magic Cookbook”
See SAUCE, page 11

The Harrell and Lamb families are proud new homeowners
HOMES, from front page

She “basically runs the
house. She loves to be the
boss,” said Devin Harrell.
The Harrell house
marks the 649th home that
Habitat has built in the area.
“It’s amazing to see how
many we’ve built,” said President and CEO Mike Sutton,
“and many of those, about
75, has been in south St.
Pete.”
Clarissa Harrell held
back tears of joy as her
cousins Tamara Harrell and
Dominique Baptiste, who
have Habitat homes a few
blocks away, handed over
the keys to their new home
last Saturday.
Newly elected Pinellas
County Commissioner Rene
Flowers spoke briefly, acknowledging the need for
the Harrells to give back by
helping guide the next family through the program’s
process. She was especially
excited about another family
moving into her neck of the

woods, the Childs Park
neighborhood.
“There is nothing like
owning a home,” Flowers
said, “and I’m so happy that
not only do you own a home,
but you own a home in a
community. You could not
have selected a better organization to give your time and
your talents to.”
The habitat program is
not for the faint of heart. The
Harrells invested 500 sweat
equity hours and completed
some 21 homeowner education classes consisting of
how to budget with a mortgage and other essential lessons like how to be a good
neighbor.
“When we came into this
program, it was definitely
not easy, but it’s a blessing,”
said Clarissa.
Due to COVID-19, Habitat — who relies on volunteers to keep building costs
low — was forced to use
subcontractors instead of

volunteers. They could have
easily suspended construction, but they eagerly agreed
to support affordable housing in St. Pete by continuing
the work.
The Harrells’ home was
sponsored with funds raised
through Habitat for Humanity’s yearly gala held each
spring. “We usually raise
enough funds to build five to
seven homes,” Sutton said.
“It takes so many partners to
come together to make a
home a reality.”
As the presenting sponsor, Crown Automotive
helped made the Harrell’s
house a reality.
***
Kendra Lamb and Devin
and Carrissa Harrell have a
few things in common. They
all work extremely hard to
provide for their families, all
three are employed with
Pinellas County Schools and
they all will be celebrating
Thanksgiving in their new
homes.
Lamb has worked as a
middle school teacher for six
years. She is currently studying to obtain a master’s degree
in
Educational
Leadership while still working and taking care of her
family.
“I enjoy spending time
with my family and challenging the minds of 12-13-yearolds.”
Her oldest son, Jayden,
loves sports, specifically
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our Sprinkler Sy
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watching football and playing basketball. He enjoys
playing his PlayStation and
learning about history.
“Jayden has taught me
patience and the true meaning of love. His entrance into
this world changed me for
the better, as that’s when I
realized that someone else
was dependent on me,” said
Lamb.
Kason, her youngest
son, is only a year old and
loves banging on the pots
and pans and talking on his
play telephone. Lamb describes him as her “miracle
baby” since he was born premature, only weighing four
pounds.
“His presence strengthened my faith,” she said. “He
has also taught Jayden to be
more responsible and caring. The bond they have is
amazing.”
For the past 10 years, the
family had been moving
from apartment to apartment almost every year.
Yearly rent increases
pushed them into some not
so ideal spaces.
“In order to keep rent affordable, I had to find different move-in specials yearly.”
Constant moving was
challenging for the small
family because that meant
her son had to adjust to a different area and find new
friends. Sometimes the
apartment
communities
were not safe, which

stopped Jayden from playing
outside.
When Lamb was accepted into the Habitat program, she felt that God had
finally answered her prayers.
She quickly realized how
owning a home is a major responsibility.
“Working on the build
sites is exciting,” said Lamb.
“It makes you more appreciative of the home that you
will receive because you put
so much work into it.”
Her family will now have
a safe and stable home to
make a lifetime of memories
in.
“There will not be any
more moving, and my kids
will be able to make lifelong
friends in their neighborhood,” she said.
Councilwoman Deborah
Figgs-Sanders helped welcomed the Lamb family to
the neighborhood.
“We have come through
a tumultuous time here in
2020, but when we have
homeowners that are now
sharing the wonderful gift of
homeownership, we cannot

be more happier, we can’t be
more grateful,” she said.
Pinellas County Schools
donated the land the Lamb’s
new home sits atop. When
Habitat received the property from the school board,
they made them a promise.
“Not only are we going
to build an affordable home
on this lot, we are also going
to build it for an employee of
the school system,” said Sutton.
Because of the pandemic, Lamb was unable to
work on her own home, so
this Monday was the first
time she saw the inside of
her new home.
Both the Harrell and
Lamb families worked hard
to qualify for a Habitat home,
completed the mandatory
sweat equity hours and the
financial literacy courses.
Both families are now in a
position to build wealth and
take part in the American
dream.
For more information on
the Habitat for Humanity of
Pinellas County program,
please visit habitatpwp.org.
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Why is the Georgia senate runoff so significant?
BY DEIRDRE O’LEARY
Staff Writer

NATION WIDE – In an
unusual set of circumstances, Georgia will hold
two special Senate elections on Jan. 5, 2021. The
first, a runoff between current Republican Senator
David Purdue and Democratic challenger Jon Ossoff,
was
necessary
because neither candidate
received more than 50 percent of the vote on Nov. 3.
Georgia law requires that
the winner receive more
than 50 percent of the vote.
The second is a special
election to finish the term
of a retired senator. Republican Senator Kelly Loeffler
was appointed in Dec. 2019
by Georgia Gov. Brian
Kemp when Senator
Johnny Isakson resigned
for health reasons. She is
being challenged by Democrat Raphael Warnock,
who has been the senior
pastor of Ebenezer Baptist
Church in Atlanta since
2005.
Because those two
seats were not decided on
Nov. 3, the incoming Senate has 48 controlled by

Democrats and 50 by Republicans. If Democrats
win both special elections,
the parties will have the
same number of senators,
with Democratic Vice-President-elect Kamala Harris
casting the tie-breaking
vote.
The Democrats control
the House of Representatives, but if they cannot win
both Senate races, Republican Senator Mitch McConnell will likely attempt
to block any initiatives that
Biden brings, as he did with
President Obama. With
the stakes high, both parties are fighting hard to win.
In both Senate races,
Georgia voters will have a
choice between two very
different candidates with
contrasting values and priorities. Republican David
Purdue, a businessman,
has been senator since
2015. He is a close ally of
outgoing President Trump
and holds most of the same
positions on issues.
Perdue does not believe in climate change and
would like to eliminate the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. He opposed
the Affordable Care Act

and voted to repeal it, cosponsored legislation to reduce legal immigration by
50 percent over 10 years,
and opposed same-sex
marriage.
Democratic opponent
Jon Ossoff, a former journalist, accepts the scientific
consensus that climate
change is real. He does not
support the Green New
Deal, however. Ossoff supports the Affordable Care
Act, but not Medicare for
All. He supports comprehensive immigration reform and abortion rights,
and opposes prison sentencing for nonviolent drug
offenses.
In the special election,
Republican Kelly Loeffler
will try to hold onto her
seat. She previously was
the CEO of a financial services firm owned by her
husband. Loeffler is proud
of her “100 percent Trump
voting record” over the
past year. She opposes the
ACA and abortion rights
and received an A rating
from the National Rifle Association.
Democrat
Raphael
Warnock held various pastoral positions before tak-

ing over Rev. Martin
Luther King’s former
church. He was a leader in
the campaign to expand
Medicaid under the Affordable Care Act, making his
name in Georgia politics.
Warnock accepts the scientific consensus on the reality of climate change,
supports prison reform,
same-sex marriage and
abortion rights.
According to the Georgia Secretary of State’s office, the state set records
for increased voter turnout
in both 2018 and 2020. No
doubt this was due to the
effort of Stacey Abrams’
advocacy group, Fair Fight,
as well as many others.
Both Republican Senate
candidates and Trump
claimed, without evidence,
that there was fraud in the
Nov. 3 election and asked
Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger, a Republican, to
resign. Raffensperger defended the election but
agreed to a recount, which
did not change the results.
Currently, the FBI is investigating threats made
against election officials in
Georgia.
Unlike the House of

Rev. Dr. Raphael Warnock visited Eckerd
College (picture) in 2018 to inspire voters to
pass Amendment 4, Voting Rights Restoration
for Felons Initiative.
Representatives, where the
number of Congressional
members reflects the population, each state has two
senators. As a result,
mostly rural states get the
same number of Senate
votes as states with large
urban populations.
The Senate is a somewhat elite body called the
“upper chamber,” compared to the House, which
is the “lower chamber.”
Senators serve for six

years, and there are no
term limits. States typically
stagger their senate elections to occur on different
cycles.
In addition to passing
legislation, the Senate can
confirm presidential nominees, including cabinet
members and Supreme
Court Justices. The Senate’s presiding officer is the
vice president of the United
States, who can also cast a
tie-breaking vote.

‘God Give Us Peace’: Timely song and music video features community
BY JOYCE NANETTE
JOHNSON

“God Give Us Peace.”

Staff Writer

Oh dear God please heal
the land
We need to work together
to make this a better place
Before it’s too late, my
God
Dear God, give us peace

ST. PETERSBURG —
Anxiety, civil unrest, turmoil, panic are just a few
words that can be used to
describe 2020.
With the St. Pete community still reeling from
the senseless murder of
23-year-old Arnieceia Milton, the pandemic raging
on, hunger and displaced
families, comfort and
hope can be found in local
artist Tanya LaReese’s
song and music video,

Accompanied by her
soul-stirring lyrics vocals,
LaReese’s music video depicts the gritty realism of
today’s society: Homelessness, domestic violence, drug abuse and
sexual exploitation.

Filmed in the heart of
Midtown at Mt. Zion Progressive Missionary Baptist Church, the video
features the surrounding
neighborhood. Eighteen
community
members
came together to bring
the song to life visually.
LaReese
originally
recorded “God Give Us
Peace” in 2007 on her
“Ready or Not” CD. The
song came out of a dark
time in her history. Her
husband, Edgar, was shot
eight times during a robbery when they were out
bike riding. She was also
struggling to assist a
friend break the chains of
addiction.
“When I wrote the
song, I was searching for
peace myself.”
LaReese said that the
deaths of George Floyd,
Breonna Taylor and
today’s turmoil motivated
her to re-release it.
Look
for
your

friends and family in
the video:
• Tanya LaReese Singer/songwriter
• Dontrail Jackson Sr.
- Older drug dealer
• Ashley Jackson Wife in family walking up
to the homeless woman
• Alexys Perry Teenage girl at the playground
• Ryana Jackson - Little girl walking up to the
homeless woman with her
family
• Javi D’Rosa - Husband in family walking up
to the homeless woman
• Joyce Nanette Johnson - Battered woman
• Kasha D. Scott Mother of gunshot victim
• Paul E. Roberson Drug dealer attacking
young drug dealer
• Kenneth K. Roberson - Young drug
dealer/gunshot victim
• Heaven R. Roberson
- Young girl at the play-

ground
• Luke Wright - Young
man throwing the basketball
• Nicole Watkins Prostitute
• Tamika Samuel Homeless woman
• Jontavia’ Bristol Young woman who leaves
baby at church steps
• Tino Burney - Baby

• Keon Maxwell Jr. Young boy in family walking up to the homeless
woman
• Timeka Walker Minister
• Claire Albiez - Female counselor to prostitute
• Sen. Darryl Rouson
- Male counselor to prostitute

Combined Curry Spice
1 medium onion
1 Tbsp. Hey Mon
Caribbean
Private
Stock Hot Pepper Sauce
2 Tbsp. Worcestershire
sauce
1 tsp. Olive oil

Place chicken in pan with
vinegar and water. Allow to
sit for 5-10 minutes.
In a large skillet or pot,
add 2 cups of hot water,
Olive oil and Curry Spice.
Bring to boil. Reduce heat
and simmer for 3-5 minutes. Drain vinegar and
water off chicken and add
chicken to curry.
Add all dry spices.
Cover pot and allow

chicken to boil on medium
fire for 20 minutes. Add all
other ingredients and cook
for 15 minutes more. Be
sure to keep covered and
cook on medium to moderate fire to enhance the flavor and so that it will make
good gravy.
Serve with your favorite
vegetables. Great with rice
or
roti
bread.
(Caribbean/East Indian

Bread/wrap)
Serves: 4-6.
Hey Mon’s Caribbean
Foods is located at 1213
Kingsway Rd, in Brandon.
For a taste of Hey Mon’s on
this side of the Bay, head
down to the Pier in downtown St. Pete.
For more information,
v
i
s
i
t
www.heymonsauces.com
or call 813-502-5710.

Tanya LaReese’s new music video, directed by
Clint Mourino of Sharp Edge Entertainment, gives
hope in these trying times.

It’s in the sauce, Mon
From SAUCE, page 10

prove the flavor. Add potatoes, onions, hot sauce and
dry spices. Add remaining
water, cover and cook for 45
minutes. Delicious with
Roti bread.
Serves 4-6
Allo can have many
uses:
As filler for small deepfried dough balls called Allo
pies. On the Island they are
dipped in hot sauce

As sandwich filler for
Roti bread with curried
beef or other meat or vegetables Wrapped up like a
big burrito- it’s called Beef
Roti.
Hey Mon’s Curried
Chicken
(Caribbean Style)
4 lbs. chicken
4 Tbsp. vinegar
1 oz. Hey Mon Caribbean

Use one whole chicken
– cut up, or chicken breasts
if preferred. (Chicken may
be with bone or de-boned)
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DeSantis’ draft ‘anti-mob’ bill threatens further danger to Black bodies and legal protests
BILL, from front page

sented families in some of
the toughest social justice
and civil rights cases right
here in Pinellas County,
like Markeis McGlockton,
an unarmed black man
killed in a Clearwater convenience store parking
lot,” shared Rayner. “I
know first-hand the impact this potential legislation will have specifically
on Black people.”
Former Miami-Dade
County prosecutor Denise
Georges,
who
also
worked on Stand Your

Ground cases, was quoted
in the Miami Herald. “It allows for vigilantes to justify their actions; it also
allows for death to be the
punishment for a property
crime — and that is cruel
and unusual punishment.
We cannot live in a lawless
society where taking a life
is done so casually and
recklessly.”
Reid Rubin, a retired
Miami-Dade
homicide
prosecutor, told the Herald, “Any number of
things could occur. ‘Inter-

ruption or impairment’ to
what degree?”
Reid added that people
who are peacefully assembling and enter or leave a
store could be mistaken
for someone with the intention of doing something criminal. “A store
owner or even a passerby
could get nervous and
misinterpret something
and think they have the
right to use unnecessary
physical force — or even
deadly force.”
Pinellas Sheriff Bob

Gualtieri, the legislative
chair of the Florida Sheriffs Association, was
quoted as saying, “The
sheriffs want to review it
and look forward to the
proposed bill that comes
out of drafting, and we will
carefully analyze and consider it, and take a position
once we see the final
form.”
Representative-elect
Rayner noted, “Governor
DeSantis’ attempt to pass
legislation that expands
the provisions of immu-

nity with Florida’s Stand
Your Ground law is yet another example of how out
of touch this administration is with the actual
needs of Floridians. As
the number of COVID-19
cases continues to rise
and thousands of unemployment benefits claims
are still unprocessed,
Floridians need bold leadership to heal us, not divide us.”
As of the date of breaking the story, the Herald
stated that no legislators

had publicly shared support or the intention to
sponsor the bill as of yet.
The 2021 legislative session convenes March 2;
committee will begin
meeting in January.
There are already actions planned across the
state and in Pinellas in response to the proposed
draft. “Kill the anti-Protestor Bill in Florida” hosted
by National Alliance
Against Racist & Political
Repression last week.
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Saluting Puerto Rican military service
BY C. PINEDA
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG –
The Broward Bar Association hosted a virtual public event entitled Puerto
Rico: Presente, A Salute to
Puerto Rican Service in
the U.S. Military on Nov.
11 in commemoration of
Veterans Day.
“It’s in our DNA to be
patriotic, to be proud of
being Puerto Rican and
American too, and we’ve
contributed so much to
this country,” said moderator and originator of the
event, Braulio Rosa. “It’s
not a story that’s often
told,” he added.
Co-moderator Solimar
Rodriquez opened the
chronological conversa-

tion of Puerto Rico and
Puerto Ricans involved in
the armed forces starting
with their subjugation as a
colony of Spain from 1493
to the present day U.S.
territory.
The event highlighted
the 100-year history of
Puerto Ricans, also called
Boricuas, in the armed
forces.
“Borinquen is Puerto
Rico. Our natives called
the island Borikén, which
was later changed to Borinquen. This is why
Puerto Ricans are also
called Boricuas,” explained Rodriquez.
He said that in 1898,
Puerto Rico, the Philippines and Guam were
ceded to the U.S. during
the Treaty of Paris after

Old campaign poster for
Gold Medal recognition.
Source: Frank Medina, CC BY-SA 2.5

the
Spanish-American
War. In 1917, Puerto Ricans were granted U.S.
citizenship via the Jones
Act, shortly before the
America joined WWI.
The
first
guest
speaker, retired Lieutenant Colonel Joseph
Deliz, who is currently
the president of the Veterans Commission of the
Colegio de Abogados y
Abogadas de Puerto Rico,
took
the
audience
through the early history
of Puerto Ricans in the
armed services.
Deliz emphasized that
Puerto Ricans have been
involved in fighting for
the U.S. in every battle
since 1898. Before 1898,
under Spanish rule, the
Puerto Ricans fought in
all the Spanish wars from
the mid-1500s to 1898.
Deliz detailed the 65th
Infantry Regiment history, which started as the
Porto Rico Provisional
Regiment of Infantry in
1901. It was the only segregated body of the military for native Puerto
Ricans. The unit was later
desegregated in 1953.
The milestones of the
Borinqueneers, as the
65th Infantry Regiment
was called, were highlighted by Deliz, particularly the pivotal role they
played during the Korean
War.
“Puerto Ricans suffered in Korea,” stated
Deliz. The troops were
supplied with inadequate
gear to protect them from
the elements. According
to Deliz, they fought heroically amid the harsh realities of segregation,
language barriers and
outdated equipment.
Throughout their con-

President Barack Obama leads an ovation after he signed H.R. 1726,
awarding a Congressional Gold Medal to the 65th Infantry Regiment,
known as the Borinqueneers, in the Eisenhower Executive Office Building
South Court Auditorium, June 10, 2014. (Official White House Photo by
Amanda Lucidon) via Wikimedia
tinued participation in the
U.S. military, it was not
until the grassroots volunteer group, Borinqueneers Congressional Gold
Medal Alliance, pushed to
get gold-medal recognition for their acts of valor
and heroism.
The efforts of the Borinqueneers
Congressional
Gold
Medal
Alliance paid off. In 2014,
the courage and heroism
of the 65th Infantry Regiment was recognized as
President Barack Obama
awarded them the Congressional Gold Medal.
Guest speaker Florida
attorney Juan Garcia,
Esq., who is also a retired
colonel of the U.S. Army,
talked about the importance of service and loyalty to the country as the
story of being Puerto
Rican.

“The story of Puerto
Rico is one of struggle.
Struggle for self-determination, struggle for respect, for being treated as
an equal,” said Garcia.
“Military service has always afforded an avenue
for Puerto Rican enfranchisement, politically and
socio-economically.”
According to Garcia,
this tradition of service
endures to the present
day. After growing up
hearing the stories of his
uncle and grandfather
talking about their service
in the 65th Infantry Regiment, he joined the military.
Garcia emphasized
the importance of Puerto
Rican women who carry
on the legacy of service in
the
armed
service.
“Today, when we talk
about Puerto Ricans, we

talk more broadly about
men and women, all of us
collectively,” states Garcia.
Rosa closed out the
event by saying, “Thank
you to all the veterans out
there. I felt that this one
time, it was nice to recognized mi gente. We’re
American; our story
hasn’t been told. So, this
was one way of doing
that.”
The event was organized by the Broward
County Bar Association,
Broward County Hispanic
Bar Association, Hispanic
National Bar Association,
and the Puerto Rican Bar
Association of Florida and
Colegio de Abogados de
Puerto Rico.
To reach C. Pineda,
email cpineda@theweeklychallenger.com

